Hyperglycemia is when there are __ levels of sugar in your blood
Unusual weight __ can be a sign of type 1 diabetes
The __ that eating too much sugar causes diabetes is not true
__ medication, lifestyle and diet changes can help control diabetes
Your __ history can be a risk factor in developing diabetes
Severe or uncontrolled diabetes can cause __ damage & require dialysis
You can __ your diabetes at home by self-testing your blood sugar
Some possible symptoms are excessive __ and frequent urination
Diabetes is a __ disease where there is too much sugar in the blood
A__ glucose blood level test can determine if you have diabetes
__, a lack of energy and motivation, is often a symptom
__, a type of sugar, is a source of fuel for the body
The pancreas creates a __ called insulin that controls blood sugar
__ moves glucose from the bloodstream to muscles, fat and liver cells
__ and diet are the best treatment for type 2 diabetes
Diabetes can damage nerves, causing __ and damage to feet
Type 2 diabetes is usually occurs during __
Your doctor or a __ can help you develop meal plans
People with diabetes have high levels of ______
Slow healing or reoccuring __ are common in people with diabetes
Type 1 diabetes requires daily __ of insulin
Most people with type 2 are __
Insulin __ is when your body does not correctly respond to insulin
__ diabetes can develop during pregnancy
__ is the stage when blood sugar is high, but not too high
Eye problems such as blurry vision and light __ can be symptoms
__ is when blood sugar is abnormally low
A diabetic needs to balance their intake of protein, fat and __